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Components of 
Critical Literacy

Critically reading text 
from a disciplinary lens 
to inquire
(instructional)

Reading text aloud to 
encourage stretch 

thinking, increase oral 
vocabulary, and model 

fluency (stretch)

Encouraging students to 
read for pleasure in 

various genres 
(independent)



School Anchors

Critical Literacy Anchor Questions 
Grades 6-8

Divided by Quarter
● Change teachers 

each quarter
● Content area 

teachers teach 
“how to access” 
the literacy

Communication Arts Quarter 

Overarching Question : How do literature and 
language influence society?

Science Quarter:
Overarching Question : How do science issues 
influence our society?
Social Studies Quarter:
Overarching Question : How does social geography 
impact our thinking about the world?
Math Quarter
Overarching Question : How are we influenced by 
and make decisions based upon data in our society?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
6

ELA Quarter 
Essential Question:  How do our experiences shape us?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How are we, as humans, impacted by 
disease?

Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How do new ideas and technologies 
influence cultural change?

Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How does food production, 
consumption, and waste affect our society?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
7

ELA Quarter 
Essential Question:  How does imagination influence our 
understanding of ourselves and the world around us?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How will human-genetics research 
impact our society?

Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How do pictures and text show the 
impact of historical issues?

Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How do statistics/data/numbers add 
meaning to our understanding of the world around us?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
8

ELA Quarter 

Essential Question:  How does language influence the 
way we make decisions and the choices we have?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How does our use/overuse of 
non-renewable resource affect our future?
Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How does the right to be free impact 
our understanding of other humans and the world around 
us?
Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How do economic decisions impact 
people?  What are financial obstacles that get in the way 
of a goal?



What happens in the Critical Literacy Class?
■ Silent Reading at independent reading level (Choice)

■ Strategy lesson using multiple instructional level texts 
□ Code text for gist
□ Annotate text for understanding
□ Summarize information
□ Create inquiry questions

■ Read Aloud above grade level or thinking level
□ Keep notes on plot, characters, theme
□ Focus on a reading strategy 

■ End of Quarter Inquiry to investigate essential question



Questions?



1st Read

Coding Text

Write the 
basics 

Create own 

background 

knowledge



What Coding looks like



2nd Read

In an article for the CollegeBoard, Nick 

Otten writes that annotation provides “a 

deeper initial reading and an understanding 

of the text that lasts.” Why? Because the 

reader is engaging in an evolving conversation 

with the author, which, as Otten says, is 

“much like having a teacher or storyteller 

with you in the room.” The reader is able to 

ask questions, argue, mark important 

points, write down definitions, and identify 

passages requiring more study.

Annotations

Write thoughts, 
reactions, questions for 
conversation, notice 
bias, whose voice is 
heard, and argument of 
writer

Reading with a 
purpose to 
understand the 
concepts

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/teachers_corner/197454.html


What Annotating Text Looks Like



Coding/annotating



Write to Learn

After the 1st read

After the 2nd read 

and annotating



Writing to Learn
Summary Writing

Grade levels 
have varying 
requirements 

Evaluated on:
● Structure
● Evidence



Inquiry Research

Collaborative groups 
investigate inquiry 
question from the 
literacy stance of the 
discipline

Discipline Specific Lens
 



Questions?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
6

ELA Quarter 
Essential Question:  How do our experiences shape us?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How are we, as humans, impacted by 
disease?

Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How do new ideas and technologies 
influence cultural change?

Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How does food production, 
consumption, and waste affect our society?



Questions?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
7

ELA Quarter 
Essential Question:  How does imagination influence our 
understanding of ourselves and the world around us?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How will human-genetics research 
impact our society?

Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How do pictures and text show the 
impact of historical issues?

Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How do statistics/data/numbers add 
meaning to our understanding of the world around us?



Reading a Visual
7th Grade Critical Literacy

Social Studies Unit



Prepare your Note-Taking form

1. Get a piece of loose leaf paper

2. Fold hot dog style.

3. Unfold sheet.  Now fold hamburger style.

4. You should have 4 quadrants to take your notes.

Label the quadrants as shown

A

B

C

D



One Minute
Notice as much as you can, but do NOT write anything down





Quadrant Reading
1. Study each part of the image.  

2. Jot down notes in the correct quadrant of your note-taking sheet

3. Think about:

Setting:  objects, landscape, weather,light, buildings, what people are holding, 
foreground, background, edges...

People:  clothes, facial expressions, feelings, personality, jobs, importance, 
relationships

Action:  What is happening?  Who is doing what?  Who are active vs. inactive?  
What emotions or motivations are suggested by this image?

What questions do you have as you look at this quadrant?



Quadrant
       A



Quadrant
       B



Quadrant
       C



Quadrant
       D



Look at the whole picture again...
Add anything you now notice





Partner Discussion
Turn to your partner and discuss what you are thinking about the image using your 
notes as a guide.

Answer:

What did you both notice?

What were some differences in what you noticed?

What are the THREE most important details you both noticed?

What conclusions about the image can you draw from these details?

Write a TITLE for this picture



Whole Class Discussion

Share the important details.  Point them out on the picture.

What is the message our photographer is trying to make through this photo?

Share the titles.  Make sure to cite evidence from the picture regarding why you 
gave the picture that title.



Miners: View of the Ewen Breaker of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. The dust was 
so dense at times as to obscure the view. This dust penetrated the utmost 
recesses of the boys' lungs. A kind of slave-driver sometimes stands over the 
boys, prodding or kicking them into obedience. South Pittston, Pennsylvania.



Questions?



Critical Literacy Essential Questions 

Grade
8

ELA Quarter 

Essential Question:  How does language influence the 
way we make decisions and the choices we have?

Science Quarter:
Essential Question:  How does our use/overuse of 
non-renewable resource affect our future?
Social Studies Quarter:
Essential Question:  How does the right to be free impact 
our understanding of other humans and the world around 
us?
Math Quarter
Essential Question:  How do economic decisions impact 
people?  What are financial obstacles that get in the way 
of a goal?



What’s Going On at 
Fairview High?

A lesson in misleading 
graphs/statistics and 

emphasizing the 
importance of being 
critical readers and 

thinkers when dealing 
with text containing 
statistics and graphs



You just picked 
up a copy of 

your local 
newspaper and 
see this graph, 

dealing with the 
local high school 

in your 
town………...

Talk About It…

What are your 
impressions  

about this 
school and the 
students that 

attend this 
school?



Talk About It…

What are your 
impressions  

about this 
school and the 
students that 

attend this 
school?

You just picked 
up a copy of a 

different 
newspaper and 
see this graph, 

dealing with the 
local high school 

in your 
town………...



Did you notice both graphs were 
talking about the same school, 

Fairview High?

How could that be? 
Different school years/attendance 

data/ One of the papers made up 
some data/lied?



Believe it or 
not, these 
graphs are 
both 
displaying the 
same 
attendance 
data!

How could we 
verify that? 
Look carefully 
at the 
information 
labeled on 
each graph.



● So did one of the newspapers lie when creating 
the headlines?  Did they use any misleading 
tactics when presenting the data?

● Were the mathematical statistics calculated 
incorrectly? (How can the attendance data look 
so good and bad at the same time?

Look carefully at t



It is important to be critical readers and thinkers when reading 

material that contains graphs, statistics, percentages etc. 

Graph makers are often very good at math and know how easy it is 

to lead or mislead people into believing what they want. This is 

because in general, people are very quick to form impressions and 

trust whatever a graph seems to be telling us.

Often the way data is turned into a graph reflects the bias/personal 
interest of the person/group creating it. 

In order to find out if one of these graphs/headlines is misleading we 

need to do a little number crunching/fact checking!!











So now after completing the 
number crunching…..

1. Did one of the newspapers lie? Do you think one of them was 
more misleading in how they displayed the attendance data?

2. Who (what person , group etc)  might benefit/have a motivation 
to use the graph in 
The Chronicle? What might they use it for?

3. Who (what person , group etc)  might benefit/have a motivation 
to use the graph in The Daily Ledger? What might they use it for?

1



Questions?



School Impact
● Gains in overall MAP average Reading RIT
● Gains in informational text strand on MAP
● Positive anecdotal commentary from high school
● ALL students read actively when given class text --”with 

a pen”



Impact:  
Continuity to reading.  Teachers have time to emphasize the 

reading skills needed.

Established 
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A Dying Woman

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNKHc38fywmYmm9vFIIfS8qGLqnm8f1-UZc42rl5c3s/edit

